Putting Your Skills to the Test.
Existing security experts or trainees who have completed the full suite of our foundational or expert series of specialisation training can test their knowledge with a set of 10 or 30 challenges that will determine their cybersecurity readiness.

Workshop Objectives
Through this workshop, you will learn the following:

- Test your cybersecurity readiness or newly acquired knowledge from specialisation training
- Experience real world scenarios based on foundational or expert levels
- Equip yourself with confidence to handle cybersecurity issues

Fee:
Online Workout 10: S$2410
Online Workout 30: S$7229

Duration:
Online Workout 10: 1 Month
Online Workout 30: 2 Months

Who Should Attend:
- Existing security experts who like to test their cybersecurity readiness
- Trainees who have completed their foundational or expert series of specialisation training

Registration:
For registration enquiries, please email sg_marketing@nec.com.sg

Programme Partner:
LAC Co., Ltd.
Japanese leading cybersecurity provider

Scan the QR code to head to our APAC site for more information on our solutions and products. Follow us on these platforms for updates.